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little care had Keller for the construction of his story
that we now reach a stage when there is not a single
actor left except the hero. But it is just here that the
reader begins to feel gripped again, to be sensible of
the old magic. Heinrich's failure as an artist is clear ;
he has spent five years—Keller himself spent only
two and a half—on his vain quest; he is now without
a friend in the world. His mother has done her
utmost to supply him with money ; but at last the day
comes when he has absolutely nothing to satisfy his
hunger. An old flute saves him ; he sells it to a dealer
who is also willing to buy his sketches, and who
engages him to paint flagpoles in the Bavarian
colours—white with a spiral blue line—for a royal
wedding.
With money at last in his pocket, he sets out for
home, and, after some days' wandering, finds himself
the guest of a Graf, who had taken a fancy to his
pictures and had bought them up from the dealer.
The reader is inclined to smile at this and other
romantic coincidences, but he smiles indulgently,, for
in the course of this long book he has grown to feel
warmly towards the author and his hero. It is
perhaps pardonable, too, that Keller should have
desired to show that the unkind world had not all
the right on its side and that his Heinrich had some
talent. Moreover, these scenes in the Grafs castle
are full of poetic fancy; and the heroine of this
episode—the Graf's adopted daughter, Dortchen
SchSnfund, to whom Keller's Berlin love, Betty
Tendering, lent traits—is finely enough drawn to be
singled out as the first example of the definitely Keller
type of woman. The Graf's generosity leads to
a mote hopeful turn in Heinrich's fortunes; but he
ultimately continues his journey home, and arrives to
find his mother dying. He himself ends as an official
in his native town. On a hint from Theodor Storm,
Keller rounded off the novel by letting Judith return
from America—not, however, to marry. Keller's

